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BLACK WALNUTS 
By Bob Young 
"Walnuts, black walnuts. Who wants to buy some black walnuts?" 
I kept trying to tell myself that I didn't hear anything, but it was 
no use. Every time I closed my eyes a voice asked me if I didn't want 
some good walnuts. In sheer desperation I uncurled my legs and sat 
up. The lights in the station were low; a few unfortunate travelers were 
stretched out on the hard seats, trying to get a little sleep before their 
train came in. Everything was quiet except for a man who was rapidly 
approaching my bench. He must have seen I was awake, for he came 
toward me, a wooden basket hung on his arm. As I watched him through 
sleep filled eyes, I tried to prepare a rebuke sharp enough for anyone 
who disturbs a man from the only few minutes sleep he has had in tw& 
days of hectic traveling. I sat there sizing him up and wondering just 
how much I would have to say to get rid of him—oh, I was used to the 
numerous hawkers that infest railroad stations, and at first this man 
looked like all the rest. 
"Say, what do you mean—," my words tumbled together and trailed 
off into silence. I sat there with my mouth open, unable to continue. 
This man was different. He was not like the usual peddler! His air 
was not meek and submissive like so many of the venders that swarm 
through public buildings like locust in western wheat fields. If he had 
been a cringing apple seller, or one of the hucksters with their little 
boxes of powder that approach men on the street at night, I would have 
done my best to insult him—for that is the only way to get rid of such 
parasites. 
But now he was standing in front of me, his basket held close to 
my face. 
"Black walnuts, mister; they're mighty good." He brushed against 
my suitcase, upsetting it with a loud plump. Even this didn't make me 
angry. I sat staring at the walnut peddler, watching his every move. 
He certainly didn't look as if he had just stepped out of Esquire, for 
his brown corduroy pants, old and worn, hung dejectedly around his 
skinny legs; his enormous brogans, caked with mud, had lost all sem-
blance of respect; and even the coarse blue shirt he wore buttoned at 
the neck, faded by too many washings, added nothing to his appearance. 
Raising my eyes to look at him better, I was astounded at the unusual-
ness of his countenance, for although it was wrinkled and cracked like 
old leather, his face had something of a nobler, more gentle bearing 
than is common to men of his trade. His parched skin, stretched tightly 
over a boney frame, had the look of a man who had spent his life be-
neath the blistering sun. 
While I had been staring at him, he had been looking at me closely. 
As our eyes met a shock passed through me. From the depths of his 
liquid blue eyes he seemed to penetrate the curtain I had built to keep 
the world out. He stripped my shield aside, and I sat there, exposed 
to the keenness of his gaze. I turned my eyes away so as to be free from 
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NO SAINT 
By Mai Bell Conley 
A shaft of the setting sun is falling across my paper as I write this 
and it's hard for me to wrench my eyes away from the pinks, and blues, 
and soft mellow purples that are blending together so harmoniously 
upon the horizon and to turn back to my writing, for you see, my son, 
this is the last sunset I shall ever see in this life. I'm in prison. If you 
could read this now, that ominous word prison would mean little to 
you for if you have looked upon this cold, heartless, stone building it has 
only been from your nurse's side. I can see you now pulling at her 
stiff starched apron, gazing wide-eyed, asking, "Nana, what's that old 
place with those sticks across its windows?" And Nana would look a 
little embarrassed and then try to smile at you and pull you quickly 
away from the stone monstrosity's poisonous entrance, and you, in your 
little boy's mind, won't understand what Nana's trouble is for, son, you 
don't know about your dad—you don't know they're killing him to-
morrow. 
I hope with all the strength that's left in me that you shall never 
sit as I am sitting now, on an old steel cot with your back wedged against 
a cold lifeless concrete wall, biting on the end of a stubly pencil, and 
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trying to find the words to write to a boy whom you hardly know. You 
may hear of it, or read about it, or even experience this feeling at one 
time or another though, for a lot of fine young men wrote letters to their 
baby sons in wars and then went out and died like heroes but that's 
where the difference lies. I'm dying at the touch of a switch, set off 
by a law-abiding citizen and sent to my death by an honest court of 
my peers. That's where the difference is, son; and I curse myself for 
having it thus. 
I would like to write such words to you that when you read them 
many years from now you could gasp out, "My Lord, they killed a 
saint." But that is impossible, and not only is it impossible, it is also 
foolish for I am no saint, and there it is. I do not want your pity; I'm 
glad you'll never say, "My father was a martyr to the adamant code 
of civil jurisdiction," for I am no martyr. I am in fact a murderer, but 
I know that I am justified, and that is why I have to write this. 
Outside my barred slit of a window, I can see now in the dusky 
afterglow the bleak back porches of a musty three story walkup that 
even the kind, gentle evening light renders hard and filthy. Rows and 
rows of stained gray sheets are flapping lazily over the sagging banisters, 
and I am taken back to a day ten years ago when your mother and I 
were twenty and just starting out and lived in one of those rat traps. 
The nights were not always like this one with the soft sunset almost 
doing nice things for the broken down steps and the pox marked build-
ings. The night I remember most vividly was not like this at all. 
The wind and rain were cold and treacherous that night ten years 
ago, and I had just climbed three flights of steps. My legs were feeling 
rubbery; my knees were giving way at every landing, and my head was 
tight and aching. I wanted to take it off and hurl it through a window 
or just hurl myself and be done with it. I kicked open the door with 
such force that my foot almost went through its card paper thinness; 
and Chris, your mother, stood there smiling at me. I threw my lunch-
pail on the unstuffed mohair sofa and let out a string of words I'd picked 
up in some factory, that you'll pick up some day too, and get spanked 
for using. 
"Hello to you too, darling. Is that anyway to greet your bride of 
one year come tomorrow, with those lovely words so often slung by 
sailors?" "I'm sorry, Chris, I should be shot, I guess, coming home to 
you like this. God knows you don't have an easy time of it in this run 
down flat, but tonight—tonight I feel as if you'd be much better off if 
I hadn't come home to you at all. If I'd just walked up three flights 
to an "L" and stepped in front of a train instead of coming here and—" 
Her fingers closed tightly over my mouth then as she shoved me 
gently onto the sofa and proceeded to deposit her slim little self squarely 
upon my grease stained overalls. 
"Wait a minute, Joe, darling. You can't make a widow out of me 
so soon," she chided me gently. "Me, who hasn't even had her first wed-
ding anniversary yet. Besides darling, you know I don't look good in 
black." 
With this she jumped up lightly and propelled me into the bath to 
wash up for dinner I doused myself with quantities of water—that's the 
only thing that came in quantities for us those days—and scrubbed for 
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all I was worth. Still I felt the grim and filth of that smelly factory and 
its sweat laden workers, and the stink made me sick to death of this life. 
I wondered if Chris could smell it on me, and I shuddered to think she 
could. 
"It's ready, darling. A dinner fit for kings." 
"Baby, if this is fit for a king, he must be on a bread and water diet" 
—I wanted to say it, but I didn't. She'd tried hard preparing something 
palatable out of the pittance I gave her to run the house on. There 
it was three leathery pieces of cold cut meat—two for me, one for her—
and a stack of bread cut very thick to fill a stomach aching for food. 
I couldn't stand it. The little room seemed to be closing in on me, 
suffocating me, with its shabbiness. I might be starving my wife. I 
knew I was driving myself stark raving mad. I had to get out of there. 
I couldn't stand those bright smiles one minute longer, so I arose jerkily 
from the table, knocking over my straight back chair with its one uneven 
leg, and raced from the room, slamming the paper thin door behind me. 
I can imagine what Chris thought that night but still she couldn't 
have realized what I was doing after I bolted for she had faith in me. 
She thought I would soon get there. The hard way sure, but I'd get 
there. Well, I wasn't waiting that night. The wind was shrieking 
through my threadbare coat, and I was cold and hungry and desperately 
in love and not even able to buy my wife a candle for an anniversary 
cake. 
Oscar's place, a joint I knew, beckoned me with its glaring neon 
sign, and promised warmth and companionship and maybe a shot or 
two from some buddy who could afford it (for you see, my son, I was 
even to the point of accepting free drinks if I could only find some 
sucker who would set me up). My suckers were there all right. Two 
guys whom I had "palled around" with in high school days, two no-good 
characters who had a plan and needed a guy to do the dirty work. I was 
their guy all right. It wasn't going to be a big robbery, just a small time 
job netting me about $300, but $300 looked like gold dust to me then, 
so I joined up. 
With three drinks under my belt I was ready for anything so we 
started out. Don't get the idea that the job was easy, because it wasn't, 
but we "pulled" it anyway and got out with the money and not a sign 
of arrest. I breathed a little easier, but still looked behind me when 
I walked down the street, and it's not a nice feeling looking over your 
shoulder to see if there is a man in a blue uniform following you. 
Things went along smoothly then, and I began to think that I'd 
been smart and that my need had justified the step I had taken to get 
the money. The look on Chris's face when I took her into that quiet 
little place with its red checked cloths, and candles sticking out of ruddy 
brown bottles, and a small string orchestra playing softly in the back-
ground filled me with a glow of pleasure. I didn't feel like an outlaw. 
My sentiments were more along the Robin Hood line. I'd stolen from 
the rich and given to the poor. What did it matter if I happened to 
be the poor. Chris laughed at me over her glass of red Italian wine. 
"I don't know where you struck it rich, my friend; but you know, 
darling, I'd have loved you still if we were at home and celebrating 
there." 
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"You better come across now, palsy, and quit that laughing, fellow. 
What would that society gal Chris think if she knew she had a crook for 
a husband?" 
They said some more lies about your mother, son; and I got mad, so 
mad that I forgot where I was and struck Mugsy so hard that he sailed 
through the mirror back of the bar. As you can probably guess, Mugsy 
never got up. His friends who were all over the place swore I'd started 
it all, that I was drunk, and had come there to get Mugsy and I'd killed 
him as much as if I'd drawn a revolver and shot him on the spot. 
That's about all there is to tell, son. My crime caught up with me 
and here I am facing the electric chair, leaving you a legacy of scandal. 
You may be spared this for a while, however, for I have heard from 
friends that Chris is telling you I got run over by a big black car and 
got killed. She hasn't brought you to see me, and she hasn't come her-
self, but I do not blame Chris for this. I know what she is going through, 
thinking that she married a man who killed his fellow in a premeditated 
drunken brawl. Her friends have influenced her strongly in this, and 
I don't blame her in the least for I know that she wants to come. I saw 
her once in the court room before the trial. Her eyes were sad, but they 
looked straight into mine, and I know they said, "I love you still." They 
must have, son. The guard pulled me away before I had a chance to 
answer, but if you get this letter, and I think you will, for they always 
grant a man his dying wish, don't say when you read it, "My Lord, they 
have killed a saint," but turn to your mother, son, and say only this—
"My father loved you so." 
SAND SCRIPT 
By John Lloyd 
The other day I picked up a magazine and flipped through the 
pages until I saw this story, a love story of course, with an illustration. 
They don't worry about the titles any more; they snag you with the 
picture they paint right along side of it. That picture tunes you up 
to what you are about to read, a beautiful blond on the beach with this 
cleancut young man gazing into the very depths of her liquid blue eyes. 
You can almost hear the roar of the surf in the background. You just 
gotta read the story to see what this cad has done to make the big tear 
which is just about to drop out of that blue eye and wash all the sand 
down into the ocean. Well, I read and I read and I finally got down 
to the part about the beach. But the girl in the story has red hair and 
the guy is a runty-looking little gut who has only six million. Then 
they see this good looking couple and the runt is touched by the tear 
(it must have splattered). So the red hair knows by Clarence's sympathy 
that he has a good heart and consents to marry him—he probably has a 
soft head too. 
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FAITH 
By Ann Williams 
A precious stone is cast aside; 
It lies banished under a toilsome world. 
The human foot crushes its beauty; 
The hand dims its radiant light. 
Eyes with brilliant sight slip o'er it, 
Nor do listening ears hear its cry. 
Speech—what a magnificent thing— 
Evades this stone, how still it rests. 
The rumbling of chaos supreme, 
Seizes this earth, turns her round, 
Swerving, grasping little firmness, 
Banking on destiny, superficially bound. 
Tumult—loud—mars each path; 
Sharp weapons, dulling such progress. 
The greatness of domineering faults 
So many cannot withstand, endure; 
And yet what heights others seek, 
Reaching upward from pits of sorrow, 
How does one attain his purpose 
Through this maddened race of life? 
In mellow tones he speaks of it, 
And hears its undying wail; 
His eyes, stars shining bright, 
In them its radiance is swimming deep. 
Gentle hands caressing its presence, 
It lies within the palm, the center of toil; 
It lifts the weary pace of his foot, 
The burden lightened by its winged arms. 
"Rise above," it calls to him joyfully, 
This precious stone, set free, unbound— 
"Want me, take me, use me now," 
So he answered its beckoning call. 
He rises high as God's own Heaven, 
For Faith—this precious stone unfurled— 
Is his guidance, his own, his all. 
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THE COTTON GROWS TALL 
By John Miller 
Tall, strong cotton plants grow in this climate, exuding into the 
hot, undulating nostrils of August a virile, sticky odor, an odor of sweet 
sap oozing through the worshiping green arms which stretch toward 
the dazzling, intoxicating midday sky. The sun is good to the lonesome 
land. Patiently it aids the productivity of a world of cotton, sending 
cattle to the mangy shade of mesquite trees, drawing the slobber from 
the mouths of vermin-ridden dogs, allowing nothing but the cotton to 
look into its face. Then, after an eternity, it strides away from the 
land. It becomes smaller and man can once more look almost into the 
face of it, can see that it is no bigger than a clenched fist or a boll of 
cotton, can see it change from searing white flame to a bright bronze 
and red, and then slip downward, hiding itself in the distant fields. 
In the middle of the green land Nurl, wheezing short draughts of 
the hot, sappy air into his half-dollar-thin chest, stopped walking and, 
reaching with a calloused hand into his overall pocket, looked vacantly 
down a furrow which ran forever into the aura of dark-purplish light 
lying warm and mist-like over the cotton. He pulled a dirty, polka-
dotted blue bandana from his pocket and, tilting back his straw hat, 
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rubbed the silty sweat from off his wide-eyed face and from around his 
blue-veined neck. Beneath his clothes his skin had an oily, gritty feeling 
as though a frying pan full of tepid bacon grease had been emptied over 
his body. He pinched a little of his shirt away from his steamy-hot skin, 
and it parted with a little sucking noise. Turning around he scanned 
along the straight and dusty road for his home, but it was lost some-
where in the cotton, was lost in the smell of the heavy, fecund earth, and 
in the approaching lazy darkness. 
The road bisected myriads of lines of cotton plants, lines which 
seemed to march toward him as he began walking. It seemed he could 
move forever with his slow, heavy plow-boy walk and he would cross 
nothing but lines of cotton plants. This road was the meeting place 
of furrows which extended to the nether ends of the world and the road 
itself moved straight and slowly to infinity. And Nurl moved upon the 
road; behind the bars of furrows; within the heart of King Cotton; 
within the white fibry empire; through the money crop; through the 
fields of white bolls blotching the green, the green of leaves and money; 
past row after row, upon a road straight and dusty. 0 Cotton, cry now 
for the sun; cry for it in the darkness; cry so that you may grow taller, 
stronger, may rob your Mother Earth, may sap her strength to send 
skyward the incense of your fruit, the green smell of leaves and of money. 
0 Cotton, yield an abundant crop, put wealth into the pockets of men, 
and then die quickly, wither your green leaves as quickly as do men's 
green dollars, wither dry and become the dust, the soft, warm dust. 
Nurl tried to raise some spit in his dry mouth and then spat weakly at 
all these inflexibly even lines. The dust consumed all. 
Nurl's feet sank and slipped in the floury dust as he walked. Sen-
suously warm and soft, it felt like powder beneath and around his shoes, 
powder and the soft, warm flesh of a woman. Through his muscles stole 
a pulpy, meaty desire; a desire expressed in fury, in violence; a desire 
which consumed the man, which tensed the body, pumped the blood, 
raced the breathing, and in Nurl's inactivity, left him weak, maddened, 
whipped. The loneliness of the darkened land seized his heart and 
crushed it, and desire was in his heart and throat like a physical pain. 
He remembered the feel of a woman's skin, how lissome it was as he 
kneaded it with his fingers, how he could feel the pliant fat beneath. 
At times he had felt and kissed the dirty skin of pudgy, pimply white 
girls and had tasted the sweat and dirt, had tasted the salt taste which 
slightly burned his chapped lips like the acid of an orange peel. More 
often had he felt the flabby, moist feel of fat and dusk-brown Spiks; and 
once he had felt the smooth, glistening, black skin of a Negress and had 
combed her coarse and scraggly hair with his extended and passionate 
fingers. He remembered how on hot summer nights the skin would be 
pasty with sweat and dirt, and he remembered the sweat smell and the 
odor of cheap perfume. He remembered the smell of sweat-mildewed bed 
clothes and the liquor-laden breath of his greasy lover. He remembered 
all the pimply, dirty, vile, buttery flesh he had felt. 
And as he remembered he continued plodding with his droop-
shouldered walk. Above the hollows of his sunken cheeks his weighty 
eyes hid themselves in dark, recessive sockets. Two new-moon wrinkles 
parenthesized his thin, dry lips. The omnipresent sweat-stain, nicotine- 
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colored around the edges, showed through even the brim of his tattered 
hat; and his faded blue shirt was wet around the armpits and down 
the center of the back, under the straps of the overalls and up and down 
from the crook of his arms. 
Heat has its way with life. 
The cotton grows tall. Its bolls are big. Its odor is that of good 
health. In this climate its yield is abundant. 
The highway was now but a short walk away. He could catch a 
ride on that highway and go anywhere in the world, up North, maybe, 
to Chicago—or New York. Yes, New York. Why even in July and 
August it would be cool in New York. And there was an ocean to go 
swimming in. He could catch a ride and go to New York. He could go 
tonight. 
Nurl's stomach tightened as he thought of going tonight. He need 
not see Beatrice then. He could pass right by her house without looking 
in. He could break the chains. 
There she would be on the front porch waiting for him, waiting 
like she always was, swinging in the creaching swing, waiting behind the 
flowered vine which climbed on strings to the roof. The worn wooded 
gate would screach on its rusted metal hinges as he would push through. 
The squeaching wooden steps would lift him to the porch. "I knew 
you was comin'," a little satisfied laugh through her nose, holding tight 
to the end of her clean print dress and sitting on the far end of the 
swing. "Ya kin sit on that side if ya want." Another laugh. 
sit down hands in lap what to say oh god what to say 
she'd say and say for the rest of the evening 
"Almost busted a cup while washing dishes this morning." 
goddam the cup 
"I seen the cutest hat today." 
hats cups jesus god who cares about hats and cups 
"They was weavils in the flour bag we been bakin' outa." 
weavils is meat ain't they 
"Diju know flour was gone up agin?" 
flour hell whiskey's gone up worsen that 
She'd sing a hymn she just learned. "And why wasn't you at prayer 
meetin'?" 
oh god listen to a hymn you listen to it god it's yourn ain't 
it my folks say she's my type woman and we're marryun' age an' 
she'd make a good wife oh god hell she'd sing hymns an' talk 
'bout the cups she busted an' feed me weavilly biscuits 
hands in lap stare at feet what to say oh god what to say 
"Lemme tell you 'bout Sunday School." 
dam sunday school 
"And the parson says such and such 'bout the evils a alcohol, and 
the brethren lift their faces to heaven and pray for pore, pore dam 
sinners. They'll live an eternity in hell after their drunken fits in this 
world." 
and oh god 	 i wisht i had some bootleg bootleg bootleg oh 
god jest a pint a rot gut fiery bootleg look at what she's tryin' to 
hide under that fluffy dress 	 is that body as cold an' lifeless as beef 
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liver 	 tried to kiss 'er once 	 no nurl ya kin't kiss me til we're actual 
engaged kin't kiss 'er til we're engaged kin't kiss 'er maybe if i 
wasn't goin to New York tonight ida ast her to marry me ha ha oh 
god 	 that fat cheek held up to my face an' ya kin kiss me now hows 
we're engaged 
And as Nurl walked and thought of kissing that liver-cold and 
chubby cheek, a drop of sweat rolled from his left arm pit, chilling him 
so he didn't know whether he was hot or cold. 
He would walk past her house and go to the highway. In a few 
days he would be in New York. It would be cool and he would not get 
sticky sweat under his clothes. And there would be women and their 
flesh would not be fat and flabby and smelly with sweat. Their skin 
would not be cold as wet liver and it would not be dirty and dusky. 
They would be blondes and their skin would be pale. Their flesh would 
be full and soft and clean and scented of roses. And they would live 
in clean houses and would sleep between cool, clean sheets. 
Women of the North, pale women, fair women, gentle women. 
Women of the North, sensuous women, loving women. 
Women of powders, of lace, 
Of diaphanous garments, 
Of warm full bodies. 
But there would be one that he would want more than all the rest. 
She would love him and he would love her. He would go to her house 
and it would be so cold they would need a fire. They would sit before 
the fireplace and make love. And she would give him a drink. It would 
have the good alcoholy taste but would be smooth as water. It would 
not burn like the rot gut he was used to. It would not make his eyes 
water and it would not run up and burn the inside of his nose. It would 
be the best whiskey that money could buy, and they would get drunk 
and they would make love. 
Woman of the North, woman of desire, let me caress you and beat 
you. Let me twist your hair and crush you. 
My passion is the tiger, is the rippling sinews of strength, is an orb 
of fire, is heat and the soft, warm dust. 
Nurl stopped in front of the worn, wooden gate and looked wide-
eyed and vacantly toward the highway. A mass of light sped along 
pursued by two white eyes. Nurl's feet settled in the floury dust. The 
dust was sensuously warm and soft. It felt like powder beneath and 
around his shoes, powder and the soft, warm flesh of a woman. This was 
the South. This was the greasy whore. This was the sweaty skin he 
had kissed which tasted of salt and had burned his chapped lips. This 
was the land of crude, deep-centered, lustful, animal passions; of raw 
blazing whiskey; of the screaming, tortured rage of the damned; of the 
animal conceit of animal women; of heat and the soft warm dust. This 
was now. 
North was the future. The North of cool nights and of gentle, 
cruel passions of soft, fair women. North to the bright lights and the 
new life and the new women, to the rose-scented flesh and the smooth 
whiskey. 
Smelling the blistered tar of the highway Nurl pulled a bit of his 
shirt from his perspiring skin and watched the mass of light lose itself 
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in the blackness of night and cotton. The sappy odor of cotton oozed 
heavily through the still air, making the night feel closer, warmer. To-
morrow the green land would welcome the sun, would laugh gaily into 
the face of it, and would caress man's drops of sweat. 
The worn, wooden gate screached on its rusted, metal hinges. 
THINKING OF YOU 
By Grady Long 
Sunlight fades from the west 
Darkening the mountains crest, 
And I am thinking of you. 
Laughter and voices are here 
But none that are near or dear, 
And I am thinking of you. 
The moon is like a fragile sickle 
Most human hearts are fickle, 
AND I AM THINKING OF YOU! 
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GALLOW MEMOIRS 
By Bill Cartinhour 
I am going to die—a mechanical death—one swift plunge and ont 
more life termination in an endless chain; but it is I, and this fractional 
thing is entirety to me; it is darkness but a step farther. It will be such 
a little piece from being alive to being under—just the heart will stop, 
the breath—then nothing—just meat. The heart will stop and no more 
smart sayings, no deep fullness from the night waters which float the 
timeless moon, no more fun and something will be gone forever. 
A man, once he gets out on his own, once he disengages from the 
inherited web of the ready-to-entangle religion, can think his mind to 
the nub and not know anything about God. He is no better off. He 
cannot push reality that far; it breaks down on him and he aches, feel-
ing himself compassed in. He somehow gropes from the tribal beliefs 
which in earlier years held fast his thought and feeling—an anguishing 
transition that brings numbness and despair. For the hold gives slowly 
and lets go only after deep scars are left on a man's richest years. My 
circle of light has so grown—but the horizon of darkness has been ex-
tended. I am left alone, caught between two worlds; one to which there 
is no conscious admittance, one to which I will not return. Return 
would be a prostitution of mind, and repulsive even though an out 
from his emptiness. I will have to die in order to know, and then if I 
die like a dog or a cow does, I will not, find out. That frets me, not 
knowing after death—so never knowing— 
Soon I am going to die, yet is this not but one reel in the series of 
passing episodes that has been my life? Yesterday I have responded to 
the small warm hand, danced, chattered, clung; I have seen and felt the 
vastness of space, smelled the coming of spring. I have taken and tasted 
of most that surrounded me. 
Here I am circled by like stones evenly structured. There are bars 
and friendless accommodations—spectators that will watch my medita-
tions give away slowly to an instinct that will be born of increasing 
consciousness of a nearing end—fear. But now there is only that aim-
lessness where a man has no place to cast anchor, and everything means 
loneliness. 
Yet am I not just as much a memory of past fullness—it comes from 
small things; a small bedroom, a common case of unruly tonsils, the 
radio vibrating with its brassy tunes, the smell of cough syrup, her timid 
little sister, my questionable essays at wit—small, yet charged with a 
deep sense of belonging, a quick flash of utility in this maze we cannot 
comprehend. A man looks for a sense of meaning and where it is found 
he calms, where it is lost the deep gnawing sets in. For one who stands 
up to things, there is little that does not hit full force and this is right. 
But though I try to hold with the thought that for me there has been 
in part that aching calm, the hurt of the present clouds what has been. 
Even my mental grasp is quietly slipping before a rising symphonic 
crescendo of fear—I must soon lose it. To me it is all that man has of 
sacredness in the, midst of swirling waters. 
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The symphony swells—I'm going to be killed! I! The wild pound-
ing on the drums—on my brain, like a pulse beat gone mad—the choking 
throat with pressure for a thousand screaming trumpets, the quick 
sharpening clash of symbols is in my lungs, the whinning terrors of 
wildly-playing violins are in my middle. I am skin covered fear—a 
captured animal ready to be dashed into endlessness. 
An indifferent clock by my side observes and sees nothing except 
the dilated eye, the clenched knuckles—sees and ignores—but tries in a 
way to get through. It has a function, it measures this inmate's remain-
ing occupancy—all the time before ten—and it has been reached by all 
but a tardy second hand. A quick realization. (Impassive faces fill the 
room.) A flood of paralysis; then as if by a sharp dash of cold water, 
I am once more in control. This is dramatic, and I respond to it as 
such. 
I shuffle dully from my confinement into the open day. The beauty 
of my world is sweetened by its briefness to be. I feel that my range 
of sight is cut off on all sides by a descending sky. The vastness before 
me seems to be my own vastness and where it is confined, a part of me 
is amputated. 
But instantly I am left cold. The country does not give a damn 
about a man or animal. My feeling of oneness is illusion. What does 
it care about man or his hankerings or what happens to him. There 
will be other men after me and others after them, all wondering and all 
wishful and, after a while, all dead. 
Such is my meaning. Somewhere, hadn't a man picked up a yearn-
ing someday to be a part of all that he could not understand, and wasn't 
it true that if he was to face things honestly he could not but hold that 
nowhere had this wish received encouragement. There was hurt here; 
the hurt that in childhood comes from unjust use. Now as I watch my 
feet carry me toward the apparatus that will end my being, I feel a 
primeval sense of injustice. 
I am here because of a quick reflex action of anger and a glib 
prosecuting attorney, but I have no sense of despair over the futility 
of this ceremony. I am lost in bigger issues. A tear slides slowly down 
my face. Its salty sting finally reaches the mouth. It is a tear of futile 
anger against that which set the human mechanism into action and 
drove man to destroy his fellow being, and drove him to an instinctive 
feeling of hope which must gradually die away, and threw up tiny 
islands of happiness only to surround them with dark, troubled waters. 
It is for this brief moment that I find whatever of human dignity 
I can recognize in my indignity at what I cannot recognize. I find it in 
acceptance of my inconsequence which is such that I feel lost in dimen-
sions that in every way stretch as far as forever. I have recognized these 
things because I have dared to open my eyes. I have often felt in better 
days that I would crack the imponderable problems, that perhaps at my 
physical end, I could in one melodramatic flourish sum this whole great 
mess up. Such a fulfillment as I meet now is the journey's end for 
romantic notions. They are an unaffordable luxury. This calmness 
has been my protest to an unknown. My last mental act has passed, for 
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soon I will feel the blindfold cut off from view—this world that I so love 
and hate—and I will once more sink back into an undivided desire to 
go on living which will only end as my struggles end, at the bottom 
of the plunge. 
MISS ABBY 
By Dot Hoback 
The dawn is hot, and that puts Miss Abby in a bad mood. Even 
though she is a thin person, she is bothered with the heat. It is bad 
enough when the temperature in the afternoon is high, but when the 
early mornings are hot Miss Abby is annoyed. Because of that sticky 
feeling, she starts to take a bath, taking time to decide between a warm 
and a cold bath. If she takes a cold bath she will be cooled only for 
the moment; whereas a warm one will make her still hotter. The water 
decides the question. Both the hot and cold faucets give forth only 
luke-warm water. 
After bathing slowly, Miss Abby makes the pretense of rushing 
down to cook her solitary breakfast: one-half of an orange, one piece 
of crustless toast, and two cups of coffee. One cup is consumed with 
the toast, and the other while she is poring over the gossip column of 
the weekly county paper. 
The breakfast dishes are then thoroughly washed and partially 
dried when the phone rings. "That you, Abby?" Flory Nichols inquires, 
knowing perfectly well that her friend lives alone in her large house. 
"Yes, Flory, what d'ya want at this hour?" 
"Did ja hear about the wreck that little Joe Blake had this morning 
at two o'clock with that little Garver girl with him?" 
"No." 
"Imagine at two A.M.!" 
"Well, where was it?" 
"Now I don't know the particulars, Abby, but I hear that Joe has 
a broken arm, and the little Garver girl had a bad knock in the head—
and, I hear, now I'm not sure, but I hear that there was a whiskey bottle 
in the car." 
"Flory, are you sure?" 
"Now, as I say, that's just what I heard." 
"Well, these children seem to get worse every year." 
"They certainly do. Well I'd better hang up and call Mr. Nelson. 
You know, he married Joe's aunt's husband's sister's cousin. 'Bye, Abby." 
"'Bye." 
Miss Abby finishes the dishes and starts a cake to take old Mrs. 
Anderson who is sick. Mrs. Anderson is the same age as the former but 
she is still "old" Mrs. Anderson. Miss Abby then goes to the mail box. 
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"Of all things, something should be done about Mr. Smith. He 
is getting too old to carry mail. Here he has left Mr. Neff's TIME again. 
TIME, humph, who wants to read a smart-alecky magazine like that? 
World affairs, my goodness, President Roose—I mean Truman can run 
that." 
As the old maid moves her well-worn body into the house her 
thoughts revert to Joe Blake. "Whiskey. . . Hm-mm. . . he was such a 
good boy. . . too bad, too bad." 
Miss Abby finishes the cake, and takes it over to Mrs. Anderson, 
stopping on the way to complain of the heat and spread the news of the 
wreck. 
"Morning, Miz James; d'year 'bout Joe Blake's wreck . . . whiskey 
all over the car, Betsye Garver had a bad concussion . . . yes. . . dis-
graceful, isn't it? . . . Hello, Jessey, hear about the wreck last night? . . . 
both dead drunk . . . always did think they were bad kids." And on the 
way home she can be heard in the post offices saying, "Yes, both in a 
critical condition . . . shameful." 
When she returns home the phone is ringing. Flory Nichols is 
calling with the latest bit of gossip. 
"Yes, Abby, Mr. Broebeck has run away with that cheap secretary 
of his. Saw them leaving 'bout noon, bag and baggage. Miz Broebeck 
just up from her operation, too. But, Abby, don't breathe a word of it. 
His wife doesn't know yet; she thinks he has gone up to Chicago alone 
on business. Why, I wouldn't have her know for the world." 
"I wouldn't think of telling a soul, Flory," Abby returns, and after 
more discussion they hang up. 
Abby picks up the thin phone book and thumbs through it. "Adams, 
Anderson, Attrich, Blew,—ah, here it is—Broebeck, 723. Hello, operator, 
I want 723, please." 
FAIS CE QUE DOIS ADVIENNE QUE POURRA 
By Grady Long 
Take now your joy in this green earth; 
Reach for the sky whose starry constellations 
Reflect so many reasons for not dying. 
Go quickly, even now it is Life's afternoon. 
The drums of war and din of battle crying 
Await you, go and end them now. 
There are so many means of service, 
Put yours to its best use no matter how! 
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DOCTOR MIDAS 
By Sollis Edmund Hale 
The screen door slammed as the old man stepped out onto the 
porch. A gloomy shadow covered the porch except where the afternoon 
sun slanted in between the center columns, evading the matted vine 
which covered the three sides like a curtain. The porch sloped down-
ward toward its settled front foundations and the old man walked 
slowly across it to stand in the sunlight. Carefully he peered across 
the tangled green and brown expanse of the yard that almost concealed 
the red-brick walk with the grass shooting up between the cracks, and 
out into the street, dust-brown and shimmering with heat that distorted 
the trunks of the slender cotton-wood trees lining the other side. His 
eyes narrowed in the sudden glare and he turned his head to the right 
and to the left, tilted and quick, like a gopher emerging from his hole. 
Assured of momentary privacy, he leaned against a column and 
turned toward the jumbled sounds which drifted to him from the left 
where his street joined with another at right angles a short distance 
away. There at the intersection, colored banners hung limply, their 
brightness dulled by many hours in the sun. Only one flashed new 
scarlet, boldly displaying in block figures "II th," telling all how many 
Elkhorn Rodeos had gone before. As he listened, the sounds separated 
themselves and he could distinguish the whoops and laughter of male 
voices and the shriek of women. A door slammed. A dog yelped pierc-
ingly and complainingly. Again the laughter rose to be drowned by 
the prolonged blare of an auto horn and then another and another 
joined in until the sound reverberated back and forth between the 
buildings in a mounting crescendo. Abruptly there was silence and 
again the many small noises reached out to him. 
The sound of voices near at hand startled him and, with a sharp 
intake of breath, he stepped behind the screen of vines. Two girls 
walked by rapidly, not noticing him. He let out his breath in a long 
sigh and walked over to a high-backed rocking chair, painted green but 
with the shiny cane of the seat showing through in spots, and sat down. 
He rested his head on the back of the chair and closed his eyes to quickly 
open them again as a sound, from the back of the house, of clashing 
kitchenware smote his ears, but he closed them again. 
Carlyle, Indiana, at the turn of the century, was a quiet, sleepy 
little town surrounded by broad expanses of rich farm land, stretching 
away in low, rolling hillocks. The center of town life was "the square." 
In the park-like square, and at one end, stood the court-house. The 
garrish blare of its nude red bricks was softened by the dancing shadows 
of broad buckeye trees. In front of the court-house a long, bench-lined 
gravel walk crossed the green lawn, the scene of checker tourneys by 
gnarled-handed oldsters, and of rough and tumble tests of agility by 
shouting children. The other three sides of the park were formed by 
the main street. Along this street, and facing the square, were the 
town's business buildings. 
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Behind one row of these buildings was the field at which carnivals 
and fairs were held. A carnival meant a holiday for most people and 
that day, forty years ago, was no exception. The blaring steam calliope 
on the merry-go-round could be heard over the country-side. The in-
sistent cries of barkers and the shrill hiss of peanut roasting machines 
rose above the babble of voices. 
Young "doc" Turner strolled through that crowd, nodding and 
answering greetings from every side. His heart swelled with pride. 
These people are my wards, he thought. When they were in trouble 
they must come to him. Even after the short time he had been practic-
ing, there were few faces he did not know and few who were not in-
debted to him. He had a large practice and a pleasing income which 
he handled carefully. His fiancee was the daughter of the town's largest 
land owner. From his head-high view of those simple people, he smiled 
and shrugged at their holiday enthusiasm which wasn't dimmed even 
when they were duped by the glib-tongued carnival sharpers. 
Angry voices rose from the edge of the lot on his right. Then a 
terrible scream rent the afternoon air. The doctor stopped. Perhaps 
he had better investigate, he thought. He started toward a milling 
group behind a side-show tent. An excited voice began calling his name, 
and he started to run. Shouldering his way through a tense-faced circle 
of onlookers, he came upon a young man lying in a great pool of blood. 
He immediately recognized him as the son of a local farmer. He kneeled 
quickly and felt for the boy's pulse, but he knew it was futile. The 
boy's dead eyes stared vacantly into the blazing sun. The doctor rose 
slowly and looked around. A girl sobbed hysterically on the shoulder 
of an elder woman. 
"Take her away," he said. "What happened here?" 
"It were that crazy Wilder boy, Doctor," volunteered a grizzled 
farmer. "He were mad drunk when he jumped this fellow here. Wilder 
stabbed him half a dozen times before anyone knew what was hap-
pening." 
A young man broke in, "He done it because he was jealous, Doc. 
I heard him say, about an hour ago, that he was going to make Bob 
Hickey sorry he stole his girl." 
William Wilder had been apprehended that night, hiding in the 
loft of his father's stable. The citizens were sullen, resentful. He was 
the son of the town's banker and had a country-wide reputation as a 
wastrel and trouble-maker. The day of the trial it had rained steadily, 
but the courtroom was crowded. Doctor Turner, as the county coroner, 
had to testify. He also appeared as a character witness for the defend-
ant, but he found it hard to make his words ring true. The jury was 
out only two hours and presented the verdict of guilty. Maximum 
penalty recommended. 
"You, William Wilder, for the ruthless and premeditated murder 
of one Robert Hickey, are hereby sentenced to be hanged by the neck 
until you are dead." 
The next day Mr. Wilder stopped the doctor as he passed by the 
bank. The banker's face was drawn and his eyes were red. 
"George," he said, "I thank you from the bottom of my heart for 
speaking in William's behalf at the trial." 
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"I am afraid I wasn't very effective," the doctor answered. "I sin-
cerely wish there was something else I could do." 
"George, there is, there is! I can't talk now, but please come to the 
house tonight. Come after 10:00. Please comer Mr. Wilder turned 
and hurried back into the bank. 
For a moment the doctor stood there. He was puzzled by these 
unexpected words from his old friend. Mr. Wilder had made medical 
school possible for him; he did feel that he still owed him something. 
The doctor walked on, his head down in worried thought. What on 
earth could Mr. Wilder have on his mind? 
That night the frantic banker told him his plan. It was unthink-
able, impossible. It was fantastic. Doctor Turner couldn't possibly do 
it, even if he wanted to. The banker pleaded and begged. Mrs. Wilder 
cried and clutched the doctor's arm. He must do it, he must. He would 
be paid. Anything. Remember medical school. Think of twenty-five, 
no, fifty thousand dollars. The doctor was touched. He would try. No, 
first, he must have time to think. 
Doctor Turner couldn't sleep that night. He rolled. He tossed. 
He got up and smoked, pacing the floor. Yes, it was possible. After 
all, he was the county medical examiner. No one would know. No. 
He was a fool to even consider such a thing. But fifty thousand dollars 
was a fortune. It would mean a home for him and his bride-to-be. How 
could it be done? He sat down to his desk and began to draw. 
The next morning, the doctor walked into Mr. Wilder's office, un-
announced. The banker jumped up quickly. 
"Have you decided? Will you try?" He looked beseechingly into 
George Turner's eyes. 
"I hate to be mercenary, Mr. Wilder, but I have my future to think 
of. The offer you made last night must hold good even if I fail." The 
doctor spoke in a monotone. His haggard face was pale. 
"Yes. Yes," the banker cried. He spoke in a harsh whisper. "You 
must try." 
The doctor's lips hardly moved as he answered, "I will try." He 
turned and walked quickly out of the bank. 
The doctor had two weeks left before the execution. His mind was 
constantly on that date. At times he forgot to visit his patients. His 
fiancee found him absent-minded—irritable. He had started to work on 
the device. He had two strong but thin hooks made by a blacksmith. 
At night he worked in his stable workshop, fitting the hooks to straps 
and attaching buckles. Many times he stopped and cursed himself for 
a fool. After all, he thought, the hot-headed rascal was getting his due. 
The thoughts of that small fortune would come to his mind, and, with 
shaking hands, he would return to his work. It was only a week before 
the execution that the harness-like apparatus was completed to his sat-
isfaction. Next he visited the condemned boy and laid he whole plan 
before him. The boy was desperate. He felt no repentance. He only 
wanted to be free. 
The evening before the execution the doctor examined William 
Wilder. After the examination, he asked permission to speak to the 
boy alone, as a friend. The sheriff left and William quickly pulled off 
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his shirt and put on the harness which Doctor Turner pulled from his 
bag. 
"Don't pull your shirt off any more," he said. "There won't be 
anyone else to bother you until morning." 
The fateful morning was ideal for their plan. It was drizzling rain 
and at the early hour visibility was poor. The execution was to be a 
private one. Besides the prisoner, there were only the sheriff, two dep-
uties, the doctor, and a minister. William Wilder was led up the steps 
to the platform under the scaffold. A deputy sheriff placed the noose 
around the boy's neck. The minister climbed the platform and laying 
his hand on William's shoulder, prayed for him. The boy's mind was 
not on the prayer and he kept looking frantically about the walled-in 
yard. 
"Lord, I hope he holds up until the time," the doctor thought. 
Finally the sheriff said, "Is there any last word you have to say, Bill?" 
The boy choked and finally, in a small hoarse voice, answered. 
"Yes, I want to say something to Doctor Turner, privately." 
The sheriff looked toward the doctor and nodded his head. The 
deputy was still on the platform, but he turned his head in deference to 
the condemned boy's wish. The doctor stepped between William and 
the spectators and quickly raised the hooks from under the boy's shirt 
and clasped them into the rope. Dropping his hands, he spoke con-
soling words audibly enough for the deputy to hear, and then stepped 
from the platform. 
The order was given and the trapdoor fell from beneath the boy's 
feet, and he dropped completely from sight. The doctor stepped into 
the enclosure beneath the scaffold and closed the' door behind him. His 
heart was in his mouth as he placed the stethoscope on the boy's chest. 
The heart beat was still strong, but his breath was short and weak. The 
doctor called up through to the deputy, who was staring down into the 
dark space. 
"It broke his neck," he said. "He died instantly." 
The deputy cut the rope, and the doctor deftly cut the noose, and 
pushed the hooks out of sight. If he will only stay unconscious until 
we get him to the morgue, we are safe, the doctor thought. The door 
opened and the sheriff and a deputy came in. The three men picked 
up the unconscious boy and laid him into the plain, board casket. The 
deputy nailed the lid on. 
All day the doctor was extremely nervous. When night fell, he 
entered the basement morgue in the courthouse. Carefully locking the 
door behind him, he quickly opened the casket. The boy was lying 
there with his eyes open. The doctor helped him out of the casket. 
William could not move his neck, but the doctor assured him it was 
only a temporary stiffness. William was instructed to go directly to 
his father's house. Everything was ready for him to leave the country 
and his father was to drive him to Indianapolis during the night. The 
doctor let him out a window and then lowered into the room three bags 
of sand he had placed outside the window. He placed the bags into the 
casket and nailed the lid on again. He breathed easier then. Mr. 
Wilder had made arrangements for the body to be buried without cere-
mony and in the plain wooden box furnished by the county. The box 
was not to be opened. 
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The next afternoon, Mr. Wilder had returned the burial was to 
begin. As the casket was being taken from the morgue, John Hickey, 
father of the murdered boy, strode into the courthouse. He had had 
a dream, he told the sheriff, and it was worrying him. He wanted to 
see the body of the murderer with his own eyes. The sheriff refused 
but the farmer was adamant. Finally the sheriff relented and ordered 
the box to be opened. 
From that moment on, for many days, life was a nightmare for 
Doctor Turner. He was accused of aiding the boy to escape. He denied 
it. He was accused of stealing the body, which he also denied. His 
patients began to call in a doctor from the neighboring town. Doctor 
Turner's fiancee formally renounced him. He was called before the 
examining board of the Medical Association. Expelled "for unethical 
practices." Then came the final blow—his license to practice medicine 
was withdrawn. 
He had begun to wander then. He had changed his name several 
times, but after awhile, wherever he went, his past caught up with him. 
He decided to give up any attempt to practice. He had bought that 
house in Nevada and hired an Indian woman. She could scarcely speak 
English but served him well enough as a housekeeper. 
The old man stirred. Dusk had fallen and lights began to flicker 
along the dusty main street. The screen door opened and a toothless 
old Indian squaw stood looking at him. 
"You eat now," she said and went back into the house. 
The man rose wearily from his chair and, with another glance 
toward the sounds of gaiety, he entered the house. The door closed 
behind him. 
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MORNING 1945 
By Roy C. Craven, Jr. 
In the drowsy darkness of early morning flies were buzzing, and 
three sleeping beggars blocked the doorway. As I pushed them aside 
I wondered where they were in their dreams, for I knew that they weren't 
in the same land of heat and sandalwood as I; they seemed too peaceful. 
I wondered if they knew how dark it was in the early morning and if 
they thought as much of the alien God Morpheus as they did of their 
own Gods. The screens creaked and opened. 
"Damn, it's hot!" 
The dull echo of the slamming screen beat sluggishly into my 
ears as the four dimensions of darkness enveloped me. The tea room 
was damp and hot. A single weak light over the Victorian serving table 
melted into the gloom and revealed several cloth-covered tables. Call-
ing for an attendant, I dropped into one of the loose chairs, leaned 
back, shut my eyes, and waited for something to happen. 
After a moment my dulled brain recalled the dry three-day train 
ride and made my sticky tongue re-chant for the bearer and a drink. 
There in the darkness, I could feel my wet shirt and trousers clinging 
to my damp body. Perspiration had made them a part of me, and I 
couldn't remember when they weren't. My chin dropped to my chest, 
and the three-day stubble pricked into the hot skin. There had been 
no water for shaving and little water for drinking. Damn little, and 
two, maybe three, more days to go. The thought made me conscious 
of my thirst again. "Dammit, bearer, Where the Hell are you?" 
This time I got a response. Behind the serving table I heard a 
groan and a shuffle. The head and shoulders of an Indian appeared 
above the counter, along with a mumbled, "Yes, Sahib, coming. What 
is it, Sahib?" 
"What'ya got to drink? Cold!" 
"Tea, Sahib." 
"I don't want tea. I want something cold." 
"Lime squash, Sahib? Very cold, Sahib." 
"Damn, 0. K., get it and hurry. The train will leave." 
He turned back into the darkness and disappeared through the 
heat. 
I stared at the hot, dirty table cloth. I listened and watched the 
flies buzz and fight over its multi-colored stains, and I wondered if they 
knew it was the middle of the night. Don't flies ever sleep? They 
seemed as much awake now as they would be at noon in the sun-lit 
bazaar. Didn't they ever get tired of fighting over stains? 
Another stain appeared upon the cloth. Above it was a green 
bottle which the bearer had just placed there. I ran my hand into my 
pocket and withdrew a fist-full of wet coins. Giving him a half rupee, 
I returned the remainder of the change to its damp cavity. Taking the 
money without a word the bearer returned to his resting place, leaving 
a green bottle sitting before me in the hot gloomy darkness of the 
empty room. 
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I emptied the bottle into the glass. It was as warm as dish water. 
I cursed. Even so, it was cool in comparison to me; I swallowed it down 
in one gulp and wiped my lips with the back of my wet sleeve. The 
lime tasted artificial, but it cut the gummy feeling in my throat; it was 
good but unreal. 
I didn't feel real, and the gloomy room didn't look real. And that 
man who brought the drink, was he real, or was he a dream? Am I 
sleeping? Are those buzzing flies real, and what of the sleeping beggars? 
The heat, the damn heat! It's real. I'm swimming in it! No, I'm 
floating through it; it's an ocean! I'm choking! I'm drowning in it! 
I'm in it. 
"Damn, it's hot." 
I reached across the table, disturbing the flies, and pulled myself 
to my feet. Shuffling through the gloom, I leaned against the screens. 
The station beggars were once again sleeping against them. They were 
so heavily asleep that I could barely open and wedge my way through 
one side. 
I stumbled out into the darkness of the platform and stood between 
the sleeping beggars and the train. As I cursed them, the heat, and the 
smell of sandalwood, the shrill notes of a whistle cut through the hot 
darkness of early morning. 
The flies were still buzzing. 
RACE IN THE MIST 
By Bill Gribben 
Obtrusive cloudbanks had erased the horizon. The slickered figure 
on the rock swore into the wind and folded his telescope in rage. The 
gale smote his shoulders as he turned to ease his way down the southern 
face of the cliff. When he reached the first hand-hold and it happened 
—happened so quickly that his rage fell dormant from the surprise of it. 
The winds he had cursed now struck back in a fit of pique, fling-
ing the hem of the half open yellow slicker over his groping hand. 
Dropping the eye-glass, he pawed wildly and desperately for the pro--
jection, only to become more entangled in his oil-skin wrap. A numb-
ing shaft of pain wracked his brain as the left shoulder thudded on 
rock face, plunging him out into nothingness. . . . 
When he awoke, the wind had died but he could still hear the 
monotonous drumming of the rain against the cliff; could feel rivulets 
of water sloshing onto his prone body from the rocks. With yet-closed 
eyes, he tried to regard himself. How long the unconsciousness had 
lasted only God knew, but it was strange that he felt no pain—only a 
sense of sublime comfort in his body that bordered on apathy. 
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Yet curiosity prompted an exploration. He carefully raised his 
right arm. It quivered and began to lift from his side—the fingers were 
benumbed, but the arm, intact. Almost eagerly his stiffened fingers ex-
plored the surface of his body—head, chest, stomach, thigh, right leg— 
Almost impassively, he felt of the jagged edge that protruded from 
the muscle of the lower thigh. Lethargically, the idea, the suggestion, 
that it was broken came to him. But the curiosity was still there. He 
opened his eyes and it was dark—the lethargy dropped from his brain 
like the sun from a tropical sky and his thoughts were flooded with 
events of earlier evening: Pounding seas, the lighthouse, a smashed 
lens, the ship— 
His lips trembled in a prayer that the watch and its luminous dial 
would be still intact. 
The hands showed 9:25 and he heard the tick of the watch's pulse-
beat. The sweeping relief in him was almost as quickly gnawed away 
by realization. A bare twenty minutes was left him. . . . He was not 
ready. 
The gasoline and rubbish lay in a shack a good three hundred yards 
away, and with desperately clawing fingers, he began to drag his body 
across the sodden earth. The fractured leg throbbed a bit now; it 
would grow steadily worse this pain; when the numbness wore off he 
would suffer intensely. 
He slithered along in quick, jerking movements, fingers trembling 
with drudged weariness, nails broken and caked with blood and dirt. 
He was thoroughly chilled now, yet the beads of sweat on his forehead 
broke and ran into smarting eyes. He was glad, for the smarting helped 
clear his brain that had begun to grow heavy in drowsiness once more. 
Then he thought his mind would snap with pain when the bone 
projection caught on a rocky edge as he hunched forward. He screamed 
. . . horribly, in sickening agony, until he could cry out no longer. 
Panting in hoarse gasps, he lay for a moment and buried his fevered 
forehead in the cold mud. Mercifully, the leg began to grow numb 
again and he started forward once more. Digging, hunching, sliding, 
pulling, until every fiber in his body flamed in exhaustion and he 
thought he could go no farther. 
Now he saw the angular shape of the shack silhouetted faintly 
against a moistured sky. It was as he looked at the shadowy bulk that 
the simple realization came. No fuse! He had no fuse! 
But he had no emotion for the fact, no despair, no frustration; he 
only lay there and listened to the boom of a foghorn that rolled faintly 
in from the sea. 
Curiously, then, he looked at his left hand which was half sub-
merged in a pool of muddy rain water and the rain still fell into it. 
On one side of the pool, the water had hollowed out a small ditch into 
which the overflow trickled and ran to lower ground. No matter how 
much water fell into the pool, the level never changed. He studied it 
with lack-luster eyes. The level never changed . . never overflowed; fell 
in, trickled out. Then he moved his index finger and the water eddied 
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and swirled, rocking over its banks and the puddle lay half-empty by 
his simple motion. He noted this with a strange sense of realization 
and knew then what he had to do. 
His eyes were dulled and the left hand not at all steady as he reached 
into the shredded and torn yellow slicker. The water-proof match con-
tainer was there. 
The horn in the mist was louder . . . it rolled over the foam of the 
salt valleys, across the rocks; it thundered confident and trusting. He 
listened and the pain was almost gone; almost, but not entirely. . . . 
He inched toward the shack. 
THE WHIPS OF GOD 
By Grady M. Long 
Lambing time had come. March winds whirled through the wood, 
throwing dead leaves aloft and whistling shrilly above violets who lifted 
shy startled faces as their cover was blown away. 
Delia Strickland rested on a stump at the edge of the woodland. 
She had worked through the early morning hours by the light of 
the stars and a dim lantern, helping an old ewe, who was having a hard 
time birthing her lambs. Delia knew what it was to suffer the pangs 
of birth, having three children of her own, and even had she not been 
of a kindly disposition, she would have helped the ewe who was the 
mother of a small flock, and with wool at so good a price one could not 
run any chances of losing sheep. 
There was the click of iron shoes on rock in the roadway that ran 
along the opposite edge of the narrow woodland. Delia listened and 
presently there was the sharp report of a mail box lid dropping into 
place; that would be the mail man from the nearest town, Athens, 
which lay fifteen miles beyond the range of hills on which she lived. He 
was leaving her monthly check that had come ever since a few months 
after her husband, Henry, had been killed in France. She was in no 
haste to go after the check; it would be safe there in the box, so she sat 
on in the sunshine thinking: Funny how handily Henry had gotten him-
self killed and left her to carry on with his one-eyed brother, Jim. Not 
that she hadn't loved Henry in a way, but Jim was so much bigger and 
finer; even with his empty eye socket, he was still more handsome than 
Henry had been. But life with Jim had not been all roses; his Paw had 
objected to her living at home with him, and there had been no mention 
of marriage between them. It hadn't seemed necessary to her so she gave 
it little thought, even after the old man had asked her to get out of his 
house. 
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It had been an easy matter to move back to the little cabin where 
she and Henry had lived. There was a good deal of talk when little 
Jim was born, but she hadn't cared for that. "Not bein' beholdin' to 
anyone fer anything," their opinions counted nothing with her. The 
check from Henry's insurance and what they could wrest from the stony 
hill soil was enough. 
So lost was she in her reflections that a pair of brawny arms were 
around her before she knew that he was about; the curly forelock that 
he could never keep from dangling above his eye brushed her face as 
she laughed up at him. 
"Let me go, Jim; hits time I had breakfast for the young'uns; they'll 
be squallin' fer me any minute now. Old Dosie's got a couple of lambs. 
She had a hard time, too; woke me up blattin' about three o'clock." 
"Why'ent you send Ken fer me? I could a come well as not; she 
alright now?" 
"Yeh, she's doin' alright; they warn't no use sendin' fer you, it'ud 
only up-set yore Paw." 
"Hmph. He's goin' to get upset once too many some o' these days. 
No sense in Pap bein' like that. He's all the time mouthin"bout Herod 
in the Bible takin' his brother's wife. I ain't goin' to stand hit always." 
He lifted her to her feet, his hands on her breasts. 
"Don't Jim; not here anyways; I'm tired. Maybe you might come 
over tonight." She smiled shyly as she spoke. His arm was still about 
her as they walked up the hill to the cabin. 
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That night it rained and the wind blew so strong that the cabin 
rocked and little Jim whimpered uneasily in his cradle so that Delia 
picked him up and put him on the back of the bed by his father, who, 
like an animal that has satisfied its needs, lay sleeping heavily. She had 
just gone to sleep when a loud, "Halloa Deely," wakened her. 
She struck a light, rolled the wick low and opened the door. A 
rush of wind and rain enveloped her; Jim's brother, Lem, pushed her 
backward as he stepped in and closed the door. 
"Jim here?" He peered toward the bed. 
"Yeh, what do you want?" 
"Hits the old man; he's sick an' keeps callin' fer you and Jim. Maw 
thought I'd better come fer you." 
"Wake up Jim!" She shook him lightly with her left hand, reach-
ing for her dress with the right. Sleepily he stared up at her taut face. 
"Hit's yer Paw; he's sick and Lem has come fer us; said the old man 
wanted to see us. I guess he'll say a plenty. What's hurtin' him, Lem?" 
"Stummick." Lem did not look up from poking the fire. Delia 
pushed aside and reached behind the ears of the battered old clock and 
pulled out some bottles of medicine. Selecting one marked paregoric, 
and one laudanum, she dropped them in her sweater pocket. 
"What about the young'uns" asked Lem. 
Delia shook Ken, the oldest child, vigorously. "Wake up, Ken." 
He stared questioningly into her face. "Yore Grandpaw is sick an' 
wants me. You watch the fire an' look after the little 'uns. Be careful 
now an' I'll be back 'bout daylight most likely." Jim and Lem were 
outside before she finished. She pulled the door to swiftly as she hurried 
into the stormy night. 
A smoky lamp and the flickering light from the fireplace lighted the 
room in which old Jeb Strickland lay moaning. His wife, Charity Ann, 
stood helplessly by the bed with her gnarled hands folded beneath her 
apron. 
"Oh God! the pains." He writhed from the middle of the bed to 
the outer edge, then raised to a sitting posture and glared about the 
room. 
Delia turned from the fireplace where she was trying to dry her 
clothes. "Aire you feelin' better, Paw Strickland?" 
For a minute he regarded her. "So you come, Delia?" She did not 
answer him and he continued, "Where's Henry's children? Did you 
fetch them?" Delia shook her head and turned back to the fire. The 
old man began moaning again. Delia took the paregoric bottle into 
the kitchen. When she came to the side of the bed with the mixture 
the old man screamed: "Git away, Deely! I won't have it! You'd pizen 
me, you low lived bitch. I'm done fer anyhow; I can't git well, but I 
won't be pizened; I've got somethin' to say to ye." A severe pain made 
him gasp for breath, and Delia turned back to the fireplace and set the 
glass on the mantle. 
So he had sent for her to call her names: Well let him; when he was 
gone hit would be more peaceable. Charity Ann never made any trouble 
fer anybody. Jim would live with her regularly when his Paw died. 
Furtively she pulled the laudanum from her pocket and poured it into 
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the glass. That ought to ease him fer good. She motioned for Charity 
Ann to come to her. 
"You try an' git him to take this, Maw Charity; hit'll ease him. 
Maybe Lem had better go fer John Hyde." Charity turned to do her 
bidding and old Jeb drank the medicine. 
The wind howled dismally and sparks flew across the floor as it 
swirled down the chimney. Rain swished against the windows and in 
at the door which opened as Lem left to call John Hyde. 
The lights and unusual noises disturbed the dogs and they howled. 
Delia sat poking the fire thinking of her children; there was no need to 
be worried for Ken could take good care of Lou and Little Jim. 
Lem had not been gone long until the wind grew stronger. Great 
jagged flashes of ligtning cleaved the sky, and the thunder rolled om-
inously. Delia wondered if Dosie and her lambs were in the shelter. 
Old Jeb was quite still now; only an occasional moan. Jim had 
gone outside to quieten the dogs. Charity Ann was still standing by 
the bed. Jeb groaned, then whispered hoarsely, "Deely." Charity Ann 
signalled Delia to come. 
"What do you want, Paw Strickland?" There was no animosity in 
her voice; none of the bitter hatred that she sometimes felt. There was 
only a polite and respectful inquiry. The old man was beyond raising 
her ire now. 
"Deely, I wish ye'd quit livin' in adultery with Jim." She smiled 
down at him enigmatically but did not speak. "You've got the whip 
hand now Deely but the days a comin' when God will punish you. It'll 
be visited on yer children's children, Deely." His voice faltered, choked, 
and his eyelids closed. Delia waited quietly by the side of Charity Ann. 
The door opened and John Hyde entered with Lem. 
"Howdy Deely! Howdy Charity! How's Jeb?" He held old Jeb's 
wrist for a minute before turning to Lem. "Jim gone fer Doc Dubois?" 
Lem shook his head. 
"Better git him." 
Old Jeb raised up on his elbows, gasped and fell back with eyes 
and mouth half open. John Hyde bent over him. Lem paused in the 
doorway. 
"Too late, Lem, he's dead." 
Charity Ann remained standing at the head of the bed; Lem went 
in search of Jim; and as John Hyde closed the eyes and mouth of old Jeb, 
Delia poked the fire and thought of his last words. 
After his father's funeral, Jim lived regularly at Delia's. 
In June when the blackberries ripened, Delia and the children 
went down often to pick them. Sometimes she left Ken to fill an extra 
pail while she carried the others to the house and prepared dinner. Delia 
was happy; the days were filled with work, and at night there was Jim. 
She stood in the doorway peering anxiously down the hill. One 
o'clock and Ken was not home; surely he had filled the extra pail by 
now. She turned to the kitchen where Jim was eating his dinner. 
"Jim, Ken ain't come home yit; I left him in the berry field; you 
reckon'—" 
"He went to see Maw most likely; no need worryin'; set down and 
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finish yore dinner." Finishing his dinner he went out to harness the 
:nule and continue his plowing. 
Delia could not eat. Lifting Lou down from the table, she put on 
her bonnet and hoisting little Jim to her hip she started for Charity 
Strickland's. The path led by the berry patch. As she neared the berry 
field, she noticed something hanging across the fence. Coming closer 
she realized it was a body and then suddenly it dawned on her that it 
was Ken. He was terribly black and swollen. When the doctor saw 
him, he muttered: "Bitten by a copperhead, most likely." 
Coming home from Ken's funeral, little Jim cried incessantly. All 
that night he whimpered and tossed restlessly about. At daybreak, Delia 
sent Jim for the doctor. Little Jim felt so hot; his lips were dry and 
parched, and she no sooner put on one diaper than another was needed. 
A terrible spasm came upon him so that he almost writhed from her lap; 
for several minutes after he grew quiet, Delia did not realize that he was 
dead. When Jim came with the doctor, she was seated on the doorstone 
with the dead child in her arms. It had not occurred to her to cry out, 
nor did she think of old Jeb Strickland's words. 
The first hoar frost had fallen. Jim came through the house with 
a game rooster under his arm. It was his favorite fighting cock, an 
Alan-round-head that had won many matches. 
"Where aire you goin', Jim?" 
"Up the holler to Charlie Vaughns. A bunch of fellers aire goin' 
to have a little rooster fight. Some men from Athens is out lookin' fer 
some good chickens; I thought old Alan might interest 'em. 
She stood wistfully watching him out of sight. 
Dark clouds sailed across the sky and late in the afternoon it began 
spitting snow. A babble of voices reached Delia. Leaving little Lou to 
her dolls she hurried to the door. Jim was not among the men coming 
up the hill. A great fear descended upon her as the men paused and 
John Hyde came on alone. 
"They's been some trouble, Delia, and Jim's hurt. They've took 
him to Athens to the hospital. You git yore things and come on with us. 
Addie'll take care of little Lou while you're gone." She turned to gather 
up her things; there was no time for tears. 
That night Jim died and they carried him back over the fifteen miles 
of rough road to the hills that had been his home. Delia wept bitterly 
and took no notice of anything or anybody, not even little Lou. Her 
brother, Cicero, came from his farm near Athens and stayed a day 
or two, but she hardly spoke to him. 
All that winter Delia lived on in the cabin. Her hair grayed 
and her body grew thin and flabby. Occasionally a neighbor saw her 
trudging through wood and field to the cemetery to sit by Jim's grave 
staring vacantly across the hills. She did not seem concerned about Lou 
or the two dead children. 
In the spring old Dosie died giving birth to her lambs. The mail 
man found Lou seated by the mail box crying. Taking her into the 
buggy he carried her down the road to John Hyde's. 
A search was made for Delia. They found her in the cemetery with 
a bunch of violets crumpled in her hand; she stared at them vacantly 
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from her seat near Jim's grave. There was no light of recognition in her 
eyes and she offered no resistance when they led her away. 
Her brother, Cicero, brought a doctor from Athens. "Nothing I can 
do except help you get her into the asylum," he said. 
Lou went to live with Lem and Charity Ann. The March wind 
whirled the leaves aloft and the violets nodded shyly along the roadway, 
but Delia gazed steadily ahead as they carried her away. 
Once a year Cicero came to the asylum to see her but Delia never 
knew him. One time, he brought Lou to her, but she showed no sign 
of recognition, nor did he speak. The attendants said she was like that 
most of the time except in the early morning when she cried for a 
lantern, and some rags to stop the blood. Cicero could not understand 
that, since he did not know that her last sane moments were spent 
in helping Dosie birth her lambs. 
COMET'S TAIL 
By Shirley Wallace 
I would not say that I have arrived at being a writer, or even that 
I harbor any false hopes of arriving at being one; but rather that I 
write in order to arrive at being. Just to try to make concrete the vague 
concepts that hover unsettled in my mind, to set them down in words 
that can later be re-read, rejudged, reconsidered and rewritten or else 
rejected—these endow in writing an immediate function useful to me, 
without weakening it by contrasting its questionable worth to someone 
else. This, then, does not attribute to writing the purpose of saving 
valueless words, but rather of refraining from losing forever the surge 
of feeling that inspired them. 
A characteristic of this feeling is that it comes unannounced, less 
often with the dawn than with the darkness, and often seems void of 
any definite relationship. Thoughts that arouse me at night, drag me 
from my bed in search of a pencil and paper, and then release me to 
sleep again would lose their force with the light of day if they had not 
been recorded. I am often surprised by the content of the words when I 
awake and re-read a poem such as this: 
I've loved you in so many ways, 
It seems my life began 
When I kissed loneliness goodbye 
And took love by the hand. 
At first it was devotion mixed 
With shyness, doubt, and pride; 
Until I put my mind at ease 
And let my heart decide. 
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Then, lightheartedly and gay, 
'Twas summer all year through. 
How could I know that in its span 
The heart knows winter, too? 
The busy days, forgetfulness, 
Can blot out all that's been; 
But then I look into your eyes 
And fall in love again. 
I wrote of death before I had formed any concept of its meaning, 
read the words again later, and destroyed them with the conviction that 
death is an end in itself and needs no assistance from writing. 
I turned then to life, eternal life, and can find for myself no ending 
nor conclusion. I feel that I, as well as every other human being, am 
completely alone in the world—not separated from nature, the world, 
and God, but from every other human being—because I cannot see into 
the soul of any other being nor can he see into mine. Since it would be 
an impossible task for any one else, it is entirely up to me to discover 
myself, to integrate myself, and to develop for myself a code by which 
to live. 
In order to do this, I discard rather than select. Whereas Descartes 
believed in only one right way for doing anything, I would try to find 
all the paths that are right, only leaving out those that are entirely 
wrong, thus being sure of an integrated solution—one with many bases 
to fall back on in case one should fail. 
I consider Predestination too confining, too close to fatalism. Not 
only am I free to choose, but I am forced to choose, or else be lost within 
myself. However, I have not discarded the possibilities of this view, for 
its believers often find a release from frustration and anxiety by knowing 
it is beyond their power to prevent a thing or to cause it to happen. 
Descartes discarded everything and then selected one at a time, but 
I would select everything and discard one at a time. Descartes broke 
down a problem and then rebuilt it truth by truth; I would accept the 
whole thing tentatively, discard it piece by piece, until I was left with 
only one main thing, or else with nothing at all. This is the question 
I hope to answer. This is the purpose that writing holds for me. 
SONG TO DION AT 11:16 
By Ann Cox 
And when at last home 
There, blazing blue— 
Lightning Bug 
In the wet grass. 
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HANGAR QUEEN 
By Frank R. Bradford 
My name is Joe. It doesn't really matter what the last name is—
because everybody calls me Joe. Sure, I know, there were thousands of 
Joes in the Army but none had the experience I had—none ever had a 
story like mine. You see, I was one of those "fly-boys," one of those 
"over-fed," "over-paid," and "under-worked" guys that the rest of the 
Army hated like the devil. 
Well my story begins back in the States—back in 1943—January, I 
think it was. I had just completed my last phase of training as a crew 
chief and had been assigned to a B-17. God, how I loved those babies. 
It was a bright, crisp cool morning when, with my chute over my back 
and it bumping me in the bend of the knees every time I took a step, I 
went looking for my new home. I found her parked about two-thirds 
the way down a long row of planes that seemed to stretch for miles. 
Somehow, I knew she was the Baby before I got to her. Silently, she 
stood there, glistening in the bright morning sun. The frost had turned 
to dew and the drops of water made her wings and tail sparkle like 
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diamonds. There she stood, a magnificent brilliant, silver bird, stand-
ing in readiness for her crew. I went back to the tail door and climbed 
in. Baby was just as beautiful inside as she was outside. 
I moved forward, checking her as I went; those twin stingers in 
the tail, the two waist guns, the bomb-bay capable of hauling enough 
H E to blow old Hitler and his outfit to hell and back, and then, the 
green-house and my seat. I climbed up in the top turret and surveyed 
my surroundings. I had the highest spot on Baby. Her spreading wings 
stretching out on both sides and the beautiful curve of her torso ending 
in that upright tail, all spread out before me. You guys can talk about 
your girls' figures but you ain't seen nothing until you see Baby's from 
where I see it. Not only is she built for speed, but she's the kind that'll 
take you there and get you back. I know, I went along. 
The rest of the crew soon came aboard and we all got acquainted 
real nice like. They were all good boys—just the kind to make Baby 
the best ship in the world. Only the pilot was married—three days ago 
so the boys spent lots of their time making cracks just for his benefit. 
It wasn't long after that until we got orders to prepare for overseas 
flight. We left early one morning. The part of the world we had known 
and loved was still asleep when Baby's four engines thundered us down 
the runway, into the air and headed us in to the east to greet the early 
morning light. 
Our trip over was uneventful—only the sky and ocean were visible. 
We landed at an air base in Southern England and were assigned im-
mediately to a hot outfit. The boys greeted us with questions about 
the quantity of women and whiskey State-side, and to us the same ques-
tion was heap more important than, how's the chow around this place, 
ever could be. 
Our flights over Europe started with the well known "milk-runs." 
All we did for the first three or four weeks was make reconnaissance and 
drop supplies down to our boys in the cages. The more we flew, the 
more the boys loved Baby. We swore by her. Then one day our real 
test came. We were assigned to a group bombing Schweinfert, a great 
roller bearing plant on the Rhine River. That morning was tense for 
us. We had to make good our first flight in actual combat. We did 
too. Our bombs found the target. We got back with two Nazi planes 
to our credit, one tail gunner, one radio operator and the navigator 
dead. Baby's torso and wings had big chunks knocked out and the right 
inboard engine shot up. But she brought us back. That lovable beau-
tiful Baby. The remaining crew swore by her now, more than ever. 
We all, the ground and the air crew, worked day and night, over-
hauling and installing a new engine. Our replacements came in, ready 
but scared. We worked feverishly because something big was in the 
air. A big strike, something that had never been done before. Our 
wing and four others were going on a daylight raid, going further into 
Europe than any plane had ever dared to go. We were going to Berlin. 
It was hard to believe. I suppose Berlin or Tokyo was every man's 
highest dream, that is, next to getting home. 
For two days before the flight we checked and rechecked. We 
worked on that plane as if he had been a race horse. We had to keep 
busy. I guess we all would have gone nuts if we hadn't had something 
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to do. At last the morning came. The night before, we piled into bed 
early. No one slept much. It was sort'a like the night before the big 
football game. At two in the morning we rolled out, ate a good break-
fast, checked our gear and were briefed. By four we were in the air 
winging our way over the dark, quiet English countryside on the way 
to something that had never been done before. We crossed the channel, 
over Paris and well into Germany before we were discovered. The damm 
Krauts sent up their best fighters and threw up flak so heavy it looked 
as if you could step out and go walking. Three planes went down on 
our way in. Once you start the run over the target, there is no evasive 
action. You just sit on a straight and level course and hope like hell 
the good Lord is with you. One of the planes caught a direct hit in the 
bomb-bay and disappeared in a ball of fire. The poor guys never knew 
what hit them. 
We were lucky. We made our run, laid our eggs and started home. 
All the time our guns were going fast and furious. I stepped back into 
the waist position and the boys were standing knee deep in empty shell 
cases. 
Suddenly it happened. A muffled explosion staggered the ship as 
though a giant hand had caught the tail and pulled us back. I crawled 
forward to the green-house. The pilot was dead. His whole face gone. 
The instrument panel was in a mess and the copilot and the bombardier 
were keeping the plane on even keel by the seat of their pants. Smoke 
was streaming from the right outboard and the left inboard engines. A 
wing tip was gone and the top of the rudder had been shot away. We 
lost speed and the Kraut fighters were closing in for the kill when our 
fighters came to the rescue. 
Baby, the once beautiful creature, was trying hard to take us back 
home. She strained and groaned like an animal. The two smoking 
engines finally stopped. One had burned so badly it fell off. Poor 
Baby, like a strickened bird she fluttered and creaked. We had faith 
and Baby was trying to keep us alive to fight another day. 
We flew along, not losing any altitude and unable to gain any. 
The fighters mothered us, leading and trailing, giving us signs of en-
couragement. France passed slowly underneath, the English Channel 
and finally home. Never before had the quiet peaceful looking green 
fields looked so good to us. Baby had done it—home, to fight another 
day. I crawled out, put my arms around one of the propellers and 
cried. Our beautiful ship had done it again. Our Baby had brought 
us home. 
The next morning we walked out to Baby and she wasn't there. 
Baby was gone, but where. Surely no one would move her without 
first, at least, telling us. Finally we found her. In a corner of a big 
hangar she sat desolate and silent. Baby would never fly again, never 
play leap-frog with the clouds, never greet the sun as it appeared over 
the horizon. I walked back to her and climbed aboard. The shell 
cases were still there. The blood of her pilot still covered the cockpit. 
She was still. Baby had died with her master. 
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AN OLD MAN SPEAKS TO HIS YOUNG WIFE 
By Grady Long 
Aye Love, I remember 
Too much of beauty, 
Not enough duty; 
Life's flame down to an ember. 
Not enough worry 
Too much hurry 
For May to marry December. 
That love should die, 
The foolish cry. 
What other end could it reach? 
As a twig must bend, 
So, love must end 
Just as the cynics preach. 
WHITE MAGIC 
By Augusta Patten 
I was completely shut out from the rest of the world. I was enclosed 
by snow—under my feet, on both sides of me, in back and in front, and 
even from above. The patch of gray sky seen through the trees was 
the only relief from the utter whiteness of the scene. It was so white, 
it was beautiful, and it was so quiet and still, I felt like an intruder. 
The loud crunch of my boots seemed discordant against the tinkling 
music of ice-laden branches gently brushing each other. Occasionally, 
a twig would crack under its burden of ice and drop soundlessly on to 
the snow. The snow flakes were coming faster now, and what had at 
first been a hundred gentle kisses on my face now became a thousand 
icy pin pricks. A squirrel scampered across the snow looking for shelter, 
and his tracks were obliterated as soon as he made them. I turned and 
looked back, and not even my deep footsteps remained. There were no 
longer any signs of the intruder. 
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THE UNDEFINABLE URGE 
By Doris Chapman 
A housewife sits at her table cutting large slices of a cake she has 
baked that day, and as she hands each member of her family a piece 
of the cake, she notices again the color contrast between the devil dark-
ness of the chocolate layers and the angel whiteness of the frosting, and 
she glories in the beauty she has created and delights in the pleasure she 
is providing her family. The vice president of an industrial concern 
stands before a gathering of company officials reading to them latest 
reports on company progress, and as he reads large figures for gains 
and profits, he thrills with the knowledge that he himself is largely re-
sponsible for the size of the figures, and he exults in his own power. 
You who have felt the undefinable urge look at the housewife and the 
executive with contempt at their snug complacency or with envy at their 
contentment, for you know that you can never experience the peace 
that is theirs. Life for you must be a continual quest for the unknown; 
and if you should halt in your search, you would awaken in the quiet of 
a still night to wonder about the scenes you have not seen, the songs 
you have not heard, the books you have not read, the sins you have not 
sinned, and the goodness you cannot yet comprehend. 
You walked by the sea one night, and you were lonely. You heard 
behind you the noise of a thrill-seeking crowd, and you walked away 
from the noisy throng to look at the dark ocean in solitude. You saw 
a liquid moon lift from the murky water and spill a silver path across 
the darkness, and you thought, here is the true thrill for which the 
crowd is seeking. You longed to return to the people and to shout to 
them to leave their pitiful pleasures and to command them to see what 
you were looking upon. Before you could move, across the silver moon-
path the waves came leaping toward you, whispering as they came. You 
stopped to listen. You listened and listened. You heard the whisper, 
but you could not hear the words. The water was talking to you, but 
you could not hear its message. And you turned your back to the ocean 
and hurried to join the milling crowd, and you thought you could forget 
the whispering waves. You were the loudest and the gayest of the loud, 
gay crowd, but in a moment's pause when laughter subsided, you heard 
the waves lapping lonely at the shore; you were lonely too, and you 
knew you could never forget the uncomprehended message of the ocean's 
whisper. 
Somewhere in Switzerland is a tall, tall mountain near the base of 
which you have stood looking upward at the snowy summit disappearing 
into the immaculate clearness of the blue, blue sky. You have never 
been to Switzerland, but you have seen that mountain, and you know you 
must see it again. When you see the mountain again, and climb upon 
it, perhaps you will find the answer to many, many questions. Halfway 
up the mountain, where the air is tangy and cool, you will be able to 
think clearly and deeply, and maybe you will remember when, in what 
dream or in what life you saw this mountain before. 
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Through peopled streets and vast open spaces, will-o'-the wisp like, 
the urge leads you. Physically tired and mentally exhausted, you 
stumble and fall, and on reserve strength you were not conscious of 
possessing, you rise to go forward. When you halt for sleep, your 
slumber is not the light, sweet rest of the unbothered like the wine-
drunken you sleep the deep stupor of the life-drunken. Now and 
again you think you have found a stopping place, when you reach a goal, 
when you find a dream, or discover an answer, but after a brief period 
of pause old questions and doubts and new desires appear to disturb you. 
Moving, seeking, searching you go on. Searching for what? You 
do not know, but you know that you must keep seeking, even though a 
lifetime. Some day the search must end. Then surely you will find 
the answer to all your questions, or else you will cease to question. 
THERE IS BUT DESOLATION 
By Grady Long 
Earth, we the people are your one confusion, 
The scourge you bear that mars your face. 
We with our petty cares, our indignations 
And quibblings as to creed and race. 
Time was when God the Great Creator 
Swept clean your space with roaring flood 
And now man's greed has set the conflagration 
To raze your hills; to drench the fields with blood. 
The nations torn in war are crying, "Mercy!" 
Parched lands lie bare beneath the sky. 
There is no peace, there is but desolation 
And raucous screams of all the hordes who die. 
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YAKITY YAK 
By Dick Neidhardt 
It was a standard day straight from the almanac that saw C. Bilyus 
Greene first balance his weight on the rim of the walk around the flag-
pole in the quadrangle of Rodent University. 
"Rodent U.!" he thought to himself, "I'm now a full fledged fresh-
man at Rodent U.! I can carry her colors of Brown and Black proudly, 
defending them from all evil-doers, hurling them on high to the places 
of achievement which she deserves, giving my life if I must." Bilyus 
was slightly carried away by his own enthusiams, but he had school 
spirit. He had brought it with him from high school. It tingled the 
end of his spine as he sat on the broken benches around the campus, 
and he knew it must be the real thing, because it kept tingling after 
he got up. 
"Look at that ivy," he would say, "Look at those broken windows, 
and just see how some of the bricks are coming loose from the walls. 
Why, Rodent U. must be a million years old. What tradition! Rodent 
U. is the best school in the whole world. I love Rodent U." These 
thoughts had control of Bilyus Greene; he could think of nothing else, 
except, perhaps, that soon he would have his rat cap. "A Rodent Rat. 
Gad! What a heritage." He was very proud. 
There were many freshmen on the campus this year, and Bilyus 
was happy to see so many wearing their rat caps. This meant that they 
loved old Rodent, that they had school spirit, that they had paid a 
buck-fifty for the ill-fitting things and were trying to get their money's 
worth. 
Bilyus tried not to let his studies interfere too much with his school 
spirit, and the first few weeks of college life proved to be the most 
exciting of his life so far. Soon the first football game was to be played, 
and the freshmen were gathered together for the first thrilling pep meet-
ing. The vibration of cheering voices told Bilyus that he was truly in 
his element. The freshmen were yelling like mad. Veins were even 
standing out on the necks of a few as they screamed, 
"Yakity Yak! Yakity Yak! 
All who love old Brown and Black, 
Stand up now, or sit on a tack. Rodent!" 
This was their favorite yell, because it gave everyone a chance to 
stand up and pick the splinters which had been accumulating from the 
hallowed seats. Bilyus did not notice the splinters, he merely thought 
that his school spirit was tingling more than ever. He gazed with loving 
admiration at the cheer leaders as they strained and twisted and bolted 
through the air. The expressions on their faces—what agony, what 
nausea, what a beautiful performance the cheer leaders were turning in. 
Just because the nervous one kept screaming into the loud speaking 
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system, this did not bother Bilyus; maybe it did deafen him a bit, but 
he knew that he must endure certain hardships for dear old Rodent. 
Anyway, he could still scream. He could still stand up and wave his 
brown and black flag with the big letter "R" on it. The pep meeting 
was a success; even the coach made a speech. He told the crowd that 
the game would be a rugged one. The opponents were rugged. We had 
a rugged schedule. But that our boys were rugged, and barring any 
rugged luck, he didn't think things looked too rugged. 
To understand this pre-game excitement which filled Bilyus to the 
top of his rat cap, we must remember that only last year he was known 
in high school as "the boy behind the boys behind the team." His fame 
was wide as the boy who struck the match that lit the bonfire at Home-
coming, the first boy to reach the goal posts after the game was over, 
and the one who first thought of bringing an automobile horn right up 
in the stands. Indifferent people just do not do these things. Only an 
upright, energetic fellow endowed with school spirit can reach such 
heights. For these reasons Bilyus knew that he must be the first one 
to reach the stadium for the game with State. 
As the lights were turned on illuminating the gray mist of Rodent 
Stadium that night, they shone on a son whose worship for Alma Mater 
was evident. There sat Bilyus Greene alone, Rat cap on head, smile on 
face, school colors on sweater, bow-tie-that-lights-up on neck, school flag 
in left hand, and in the right hand his automobile horn. The crowd 
came slowly, but by game time the stands were full. Bilyus could hardly 
wait until time for the first yell, so that he could blow his automobile 
horn. He had worked on it since last year and had coupled a siren 
on the bottom of it. He was ready for anything this season. 
"Here comes the team!" The crowd stands. Hands clap madly. 
Shouts of worship stir the smoke-filled air. The team makes it to the 
bench and, donning hoods, tries to hide from the stands and watch the 
game. Everyone sits down. 
"Here comes the BIG team!" The regulars now prance onto the 
field as the crowd stands, yells, refolds its blankets, picks up its programs, 
feels its hip pockets, and sits down again. Bilyus Greene is tense. The 
first cheer is soon to be announced. Does he remember them all? He 
hopes it is "Yakity Yak!"—he likes that one. It can't be long now, one 
of the cheer leaders—the nervous one—is tapping and blowing the mi-
crophone of the speaking system. This system replaced the old one 
of using megaphones at Rodent due to the number of cheer leaders that 
were choked to death by lemons, fraternity pins, class rings, and other 
well-aimed objects thrown into the big end of the megaphone while the 
cheer leader screamed into the little end. It was all right until the poor 
man gasped for breath in the middle of his yell—at this point he usually 
swallowed the whole mess. Tryouts for cheer leaders were becoming a 
weekly occurrence, so the Dean recommended that the school purchase 
a loud speaking system with the money they could save on funeral 
flowers. Over this new system came the announcement that the first yell 
would be a big fifteen for the team. Everyone seemed to know all the 
words to this one, so it was rather successful. It was punctuated at the 
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end by Bilyus with a loud and rakish, "Oo-oo-gahl" Necks craned from 
three hundred and sixty directions to see the source of this disturbance. 
Bilyus was pleased. His spine was tingling again. He smiled broadly 
and flashed his bow-tie-that-lights-up. 
Rodent did not fare so well in the first quarter; as a matter for 
the records, the gun sounded at the end of the half just as the boy 
changed the score board to read, State-33, Rodent-3. Rodent had 
made three points as Zulokowski fumbled the pass from center on the 
forty yard line, and, being a man of temper, kicked at the bouncing 
ball with all his might. The officials mistook the play for a drop kick 
and credited Rodent with three points as the ball sailed between the 
goal posts. The men from State were a little confused, but they did 
not complain. A thirty-point lead tends to bring out the qualities of 
good sportsmanship. 
As the Big team trotted back on the field for the second half, Bilyus 
jumped to his feet and screamed, "Here comes the Big team!" "Oo-oo-
gall! Oo-oo-gah! Oo-oo-gahl" went his horn. All around him was a 
greenish gray fog of silence. Of course, it wasn't THAT quiet, the soft 
drink boys were still hollering, and the cracking of peanuts can be 
rather noisy in itself, but on the whole, it was very dull. The nervous 
D.14. 
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cheer leader was now making his martyr run—up through the stands, 
begging people to yell. Back on the field again, he grabbed the micro-
phone. This would do it; he had just the yell, old "Yakity Yak!" Bilyus 
Greene hollered his loudest, and as his words, "—Stand up now or sit 
on a tack! Rodent!" rang out, he jumped to his feet. 
"Down in front!" blared a voice from behind, and Bilyus looked 
around. He was shocked to find that he was the only one that had 
"stood up now," and he knew that all those other people were not sitting 
on tacks. He sat down. The nervous cheer leader was clutching the 
microphone, crying into it; and, with a last bolt of determined spirit, 
he raised his chin, sniffed, and asked of the crowd, "Does this mean 
that all you people sitting on your tacks are not for Rodent?" There! 
He had said it. Now what would the students say? Would they accept 
this slap in the face-- or would it spur them to action? Bilyus soon 
heard the answer, as a delegation of maybe twenty or thirty Gamma 
Gamma boys rose to their feet and shouted, "Drop dead!" 
Several seasons have past since this happened, but Bilyus has not 
forgotten it. He has used what he learned on this night to give Rodent 
the greatest school spirit in the country. He is now head cheer leader, 
and a very happy one. Bilyus always was handy with gadgets, and it was 
his idea that every student in the stands should have a microphone like 
the one that the nervous cheer leader used. The results are amazing. 
On a clear cold night you can hear this chant almost twenty-five miles 
away. 
"Yakity Yak! Yakity Yak! 
All who love old Brown and Black, 
Down in front, someone's in back! 
Rodent!" 
BRIEF FOREVER 
By Lollie Peeples 
The sur-realist painting shuddered and breathed. How sensitive 
the reaction of the black, black music note in the corner! How it 
quivered with exquisite, tortured tone! Smiling with shinyness, the 
black, black dancing shoes caught the rhythm and tapped mercilessly 
on the white, white forehead in the center of the picture. Hateful drops 
of sweat slid into glistening icicles and pierced the red, red heart as it 
fearfully surged and throbbed. Not blood, but flowers dripped from 
the rent heart—evilly fashioned flowers with writhing snakes for stems. 
The blistered snakes pitted the black, black soul with bites, making it 
swell with resentment and distrust. Red, red lips hopelessly sucked at 
the envenomed soul, then blew poisoned kisses at distorted triangles. 
The elements danced crazily and passed jarred to a stop as the title of 
the painting boldly came to view—"Jealousy." 
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THE WAIF 
By Amos Johnson 
I followed the guard slowly down the corridor that would be the 
last mile for Tim Polk at midnight tonight. I could feel the hidden 
pistol pull against the calf of my leg each time my foot swung forward. 
Each step echoed through the hall, announcing over and again my 
failure to help him when he needed me most. I had done my best for 
him, but what can any lawyer do against the testimony of a boy and two 
girls who had witnessed the murder! 
I stopped and looked past the guard as he opened the cell-door. 
I could see Tim standing beside the barred window, leaning against 
the wall, puffing incessantly at a cigarette. It seemed strange, but at 
that moment his round childish face looked exactly as it had that day, 
twenty years ago, when I first saw him alone, hungry, and ragged in 
the street. It had that same innocent, hurt look that had caught my 
attention so forcefully that I decided immediately to adopt him. 
Perhaps he had changed! I swallowed loudly as I thought of the 
gun on my leg and the rental receipt for the plane in my pocket. I 
hoped he had changed enough to ask for help; I could give him that 
help now. We could fly to Mexico together and start over. 
As the door clicked open, he turned his eyes slightly and stared 
directly into mine. Abruptly, his expression changed and I saw the 
wild stare, which had become common with him through the later 
years, come into his eyes; and I knew that he had not changed, that 
he was the same monster he had always been. I could read the hate 
and accusation as plainly as though he had spoken the words: "It was 
your fault." 
I stepped into the cell and sat down on the bunk. I kept my eyes 
turned toward the floor, but I could almost feel his burning stare on 
the back of my neck. My mind raced back over the years and I knew 
that he was right—that it was my fault. 
It was less than a week after I adopted him that I got a true picture 
of him. I had been playing with him during the evening and when 
eight o'clock approached, I put him to bed. I went back to the living 
room and started studying one of my law books. Several minutes later, 
I looked up to find him standing in the center of the room. 
"Go back to bed," I said. 
"No!" 
There was a certain finality in his voice that made it seem almost 
as if the issue were closed, that I could have nothing more to say about 
the matter. 
"Do you want me to get a switch?" 
"You won't!" 
I told him several times then to go back to bed, but he ignored me 
completely and started searching the room for something to play with. 
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At length, I could see that there was nothing left for me to do but to 
get the switch. I hoped that the sight of it would be enough to bring 
him to obedience, but he ignored it as much as he had me. He did not 
cry when I whipped him; he just stood there and let me beat him. It 
was this silence that stayed my hand after the second blow. I saw 
that look of hate come into his eyes as he stared unblinking at me. 
I returned the stare for an instant. His eyes never wavered. I could 
feel the muscles along my spine contracting, and I was suddenly afraid. 
There were similar incidents the following weeks, but always I 
was stopped by the silence and those wide, black eyes. Never have I 
known him to cry. 
After awhile I let him have his own way. I should have known 
that he needed a firmer hand than most of the children required for 
obedience. But I could not stand the thought of facing that hate-filled 
stare. I never again used the switch, nor did I threaten it. 
He became progressively worse as the years passed. When he 
reached his early teens, the slightest hint of opposition would bring 
the same stare into his eyes. I knew that I had failed as a father, that, 
without a wife, I should not have attempted the rearing of a child; but 
it was too late to correct either of these mistakes. 
The next few years brought nothing but trouble. I got him out 
of jail a dozen times after he had been picked up shop-lifting, burgling, 
and one armed robbery. I did my best to keep it out of the papers, but 
the word got out. Then my clients stopped coming to me. 
Then—six months ago—the phone rang. It was the police. He had 
gotten into an argument with another boy, about which of them was 
escorting a certain girl. Tim had shot and killed the boy. Another boy 
and two girls witnessed the act. There was nothing I could do. 
I leaned back across the bunk and rested my shoulders against the 
wall. I must be sure that he had not changed. 
"How do you feel, Tim?" I asked. 
He stared silently at me through those wide, hating eyes. Again 
I felt the flesh creep along my spine. I felt fear grip at my insides as 
I stared back. He held the same fascination that he always held over 
me. I shuddered at the horror of it. Finally I tore my gaze from his 
and stepped to the cell-door. I called for the guard to open it. 
I left the penitentiary and walked back to the city. My mind was 
filled with conflicting thoughts. My steps were slow and I lost all track 
of time. I took no notice of passing cars or the increase of traffic as I 
approached the city. My thoughts stopped racing and I could think 
only of my failure as a father—of my son waiting in the death cell. 
I had gone to see him this night hoping that he had changed—
hoping that the ordeal of the trial, together with waiting for death to 
come on a certain day at a certain hour, would make him see that he 
was wrong, that there were other people to be considered. I had hoped 
that he would ask for help—something he had never done. 
Suddenly I realized that it was dark, that I was standing on the 
bridge. I leaned on the rail and watched the water rolling below. Then 
I pulled up my trouser leg and removed the gun that was strapped to my 
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leg and tossed it into the river. I took the rental receipt for the plane 
that would have taken us to Mexico and tossed it after the gun. 
Faintly, in the distance, I heard a clock strike twelve. 
SUNSET 
By Fred Mitchell 
Voluminous folds of sunset 
Burning brightly, 
How can you change so oft, yet 
Happen nightly? 
Speckled with wings of sea-gulls 
Hovering maternal 
The sunset the raging sea lulls 
To calm nocturnal. 
Oh, what a sense of peace comes 
With every sunset, 
Moment that all our care numbs 
And helps us forget! 
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